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Review of Eva of Milton Keynes

Review No. 129708 - Published 8 Sep 2020

Details of Visit:

Author: IOSR
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Tue 8 Sep 2020 14:30
Duration of Visit: 45 Minutes
Amount Paid: 90
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: MKE Finest
Website: http://www.miltonkeynesescorts.com
Phone: 01908696559

The Premises:

Usual location in Bletchley, I really like this location as it is really convenient with the parking, as
well as being reasonably discreet.

The Lady:

Normal average height, toned body, blonde/brown hair and nice eyes.
With a pair of nice perky C cup’s which where nice to suck on, just the right size and in proportion
with her body, going down south to a nice sized bottom which was firm but still had a little jiggle
when I gave it some light spanking,

The Story:

Shorter booking than I am used to but still fun none the less and Eva made sure we crammed in
everything I wanted to do. Excellent comms from the maids as well.

Eva was waiting for me once I’d had a rinse off in the shower, I handed over the money and we
started off with some French kissing, slowly undressing her out of her underwear. Went after a bit of
teasing and kissing into a very good round of OWO followed by cowgirl, she is definitely in her 20’s
as she was nice and tight, then my one of my favourites standing doggy. Eva kept on encouraging
me to go harder and faster, after a little bit I was giving her a good thorough pounding, with the
occasional spank thrown in, hard enough to make the cheeks shudder but not so hard as to leave a
mark.
After what must have been about 10 minutes of vigorous doggy I wasn’t far off, so laid back and
got her to give me some more excellent OWO, before I exploded in her mouth.

Went and had a shower to clean off, then got dressed and left with a kiss at the door, exactly 45
minutes after I entered, with absolutely no clock watching or rushing me at all, I think I’ve found a
new favourite/regular.
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